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I. INTRODUCTION
F OR more than a decade, network coding problems have drawn a substantial amount of attention because of the ability of a network to support more traffic when network coding is utilized instead of routing [3] . For a single-source multicast network, the rate region can be characterized by the max-flow min-cut of the network graph. However, the capacity regions of more general multi-source multicast networks and multiple unicast networks under network coding are still open. In [4] , an implicit characterization of the achievable rate region for acylic multi-source multicast networks was given in terms of * N , the fundamental region of entropic vectors [5] .
While it is known that¯ * N is a convex cone, the exact characterization of it is still an open problem for N ≥ 4. In fact, it has been shown that the problem of determining the capacity regions of all networks under network coding is equivalent to that of determining¯ * N [4] , [6] . However, one can use polyhedral outer or inner bounds on¯ * N to replace it in the rate region expression in [4] in order to obtain outer bounds and inner bounds for the network coding capacity region. When these bounds match for the network in question, the capacity region has been determined exactly. In our previous work [1] , [2] , we presented algorithms combining inner bounds obtained from representable matroids, together with the Shannon outer bound, to determine coding rate regions for multi-terminal coded networks. A merit of the method of multiple source multicast rate region computation presented there is that the representable matroid inner bound utilized naturally corresponds to the use of linear codes over a specified field size, and these codes can be reconstructed from the rate region [2] . The algorithms presented for automated rate region calculation have evolved in efficiency substantially since these early references, and a parallel collection of work describes their latest form [7] - [11] . While a dataset provided along with this paper [12] does detail how to use the software [13] , [14] implementing these methods to generate the computational results in this paper, the focus of this paper is not on these algorithms/methods, but on insights and structural properties about the rate regions from multilevel diversity coding systems that were, in part garnered with and inspired by their use.
Recently, many researchers in the network coding community have shown interest in distributed storage systems, where network codes are used to store data on disks on different network computers in a manner which enables them to recover the system after some disk or computer failures [15] . After a failure, the recovered disk can either contain exactly the same contents as before, in which case the problem is referred to as an exact repair problem [16] , [17] , or a possibly different encoding of the data that still enables the computer array to have the same storage and recovery capabilities as before, which is known as the functional repair problem [18] . Work on these problems has shown that the fundamental design tradeoffs between storage and repair bandwidth are consequences of network coding rate regions [17] , [18] .
Some of the earliest models that inspired network coding and distributed storage were multi-level diversity coding systems (MDCS) [19] , [20] . Despite being some of the oldest models for distributed storage of interest, and some of the simplest, for asymmetric cases [21] , [22] , they remain largely unsolved [19] . Similarly, network coding and distributed storage solutions remain highly dependent on symmetries [16] , [18] , [23] which will in many instances not be present in real life. Since MDCS cases are some of the simplest asymmetric networks of interest, it makes sense to study their rate regions first as one moves towards the direction of more general, and more difficult network coding and distributed storage rate region problems.
The concept of MDCS was introduced by Yeung [24] , inspired by diversity coding systems [20] . The multiple sources in an MDCS have ordered importance with the most important sources having priority for decoding. The sources are accessible and encoded by multiple encoders. Every decoder has access to a different subset of the encoders and wishes to reproduce the k highest priority sources, where k depends on the decoder. As in most network coding and distributed storage problems, the sources are assumed to be independent. Note that this definition of MDCS is slightly different from that in the later paper ( [25] , section V), where the source variables represent some possibly correlated random variables, there is one decoder for every subset of encoders, and every decoder wishes to reproduce one source. However, the model in this paper can be taken as a special case of [25] .
Some small MDCS instances were studied in [19] and [26] where the number of encoders and number of sources were up to 3. Additionally, in [19] and [26] , the sufficiency of superposition codes was studied, where superposition coding means encoders can encode sources separately and then simply concatenate the coded messages. It is shown in [19] and [26] that for most 2-level and 3-level 3-encoder MDCS instances, superposition coding is sufficient to obtain the same rate region as all possible codes. For the instances where superposition coding does not suffice, linear codes are constructed that achieve the parts of the fundamental rate region that superposition coding cannot achieve.
One special type of MDCS, known as symmetrical MDCS (SMDCS), was studied in [21] and [22] . In a SMDCS problem, there are K sources, |E| = K encoders and 2 K − 1 decoders where every decoder has access to one unique nonempty subset of the encoders. All decoders who have access to the same number of encoders will reproduce exactly the same prioritized sources. For instance, all |E| l decoders which have access to the size-l subsets of encoders respectively, must be able to reproduce first l sources, X 1:l . Due to the special structure of SMDCS, their rate regions are characterized exactly in [22] . In addition, it is shown that superposition coding suffices for all SMDCS instances.
Another subclass of MDCS, known as asymmetrical MDCS (AMDCS), was studied in [27] , and is a different special case of the MDCS definition in [25] than the one considered here. In an AMDCS problem in [27] , K = 2 |E| − 1 sources with an ordered importance are encoded into |E| messages. There are 2 |E| −1 decoders: each decoder has access to a non-empty subset of the |E| messages, each decoder is mapped to one of the levels from 1 to 2 |E| −1, and the decoder at level decodes X 1: for each ∈ {1, . . . , 2 |E| − 1}. After briefly discussing this collection of problems, [27] shifts focus to the case |E| ≤ 3 determining the exact rate region, hence covering all instances with up to 3 encoders. For these small cases, it is shown that superposition (source separation coding) does not suffice and coding between sources is necessary to achieve the entire rate region.
Though the rate regions for MDCS problems with three or less encoders described above are known, the exact rate regions of MDCS instances with four and above encoders, except the symmetrical ones, are still open. Furthermore, it is not clear if the rate regions obtained from the Shannon outer bound are achievable, and, if so, by simple linear codes. This work addresses these issues in multiple ways.
A. Contributions
The main contributions of this paper are as follows. i.) The exact rate regions of more than 7000 new non-isomorphic MDCS instances with 4 encoders not covered in [19] , [21] , [22] , and [27] are proved, including for each instance both human readable converse proofs and an explicit construction of all efficient codes. For each instance, it is shown that Shannon type inequalities are sufficient to determine the rate region, and the simplest (in terms of lowest field size and vector dimension) class of linear codes necessary to exhaust the capacity region is determined. In particular, vector linear codes over small field sizes suffice for all of the more than 7000 newly proven instances. Furthermore, the entire rate regions achievable with further restricted classes of codes, such as scalar binary, or scalar ternary, codes are also given. ii.) Several embedding operations are defined for which it is proved that insufficiency of F q linear codes to exhaust the rate region is inherited by a larger MDCS instance from its smaller embedded MDCS instance. Coupling these embedding operations with the newly proven rate regions of 4 encoder MDCS instances, families of MDCS instances of arbitrary size (i.e. with arbitrary numbers of sources K and numbers of encoders |E|) for which certain classes of codes are insufficient are determined. iii.) The descriptive power of these operations is demonstrated by showing that the thousands of MDCS instances for which scalar binary codes (superposition coding) do not suffice are boiled down to 12 (26) forbidden embedded instances for scalar binary (superposition) sufficiency.
B. Notation
A capital letter is used to represent a random variable. For example, X i is a random variable with index i . A vector is represented by a solid bolded capital letter. For instance, X 1:k = (X 1 , . . . , X k ). Another commonly used notation for index set is [[K ]] = 1 : K , where 1 : K = {1, 2, . . . , K }. A set is usually denoted by calligraphic letters like D, E, etc. We use hollow bolded capital letters, e.g A, to denote matrices with the exception that we still use F, R to represent a field and real numbers respectively.
C. Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §II states the problem model and a naïve way to enumerate all nonisomorphic instances. The analytical form of the rate regions of MDCS and the way to calculate it by utilizing bounds on region of entropic vectors are presented in §III. A construction method for simple codes to achieve the inner bounds is provided in §IV. Inspired by the notion of forbidden minors from matroid theory [28] , in §V, some operations which define a notion of embedding between different MDCS instances are defined that preserve insufficiency of a class of codes, e.g, binary codes, ternary codes, superposition coding, etc. Rate regions of thousands of bigger MDCS instances that were not studied before are presented in §VI. Based on the operations defined in §V, we find the smallest MDCS instances which, when embedded in a larger MDCS instance, imply the insufficiency of F q linear codes and superposition coding.
§VII concludes the paper and states the directions for the future work.
II. MDCS AND BACKGROUND
The system diagram for a MDCS instance, denoted A, is depicted in Fig. 1 . There are K independent sources X 1:K ≡ (X 1 , . . . , X K ) where source k has support X k , and the sources are prioritized into K levels with X 1 (X K ) the highest (lowest) priority source, respectively. As is standard in source coding, each source X k is in fact an i.i.d. sequence of random variables {X t k , t = 1, 2, . . .} in t, and X k is a representative random variable with this distribution.
All sources are made available to each of a collection of encoders indexed by the finite set E. The output Out(E e ) of an encoder E e is description (message) variable U e , e ∈ E. Each message variable is transmitted to a collection of decoders. The decoders are indexed by the set D. The pairs that indicate the connections between encoders and decoders are denoted as a set G,
The set of encoders accessible to a particular decoder D d is called the fan of D d , and is denoted as Fan(D d ) = {E e |(E e , D d ) ∈ G}. Similarly, the set of decoders connected to a particular encoder E e is called the fan of E e , and is denoted by Fan(E e ) = {D d |(E e , D d ) ∈ G}. A decoder D d is said to be a level k decoder, denoted by Lev(D d ) = k, if it wishes to recover exclusively the first k sources X 1:k . Different level k decoders must recover the same subset of source variables using distinct subsets of description variables (encoders), among which one must not be subset of another. If we denote the input and output of a level k decoder D d as In(D d ) and Out(D d ), respectively, we have In(D d ) = {U e |E e ∈ Fan(D d ), ∀e ∈ E} and Out(D d ) = X 1:k .
We say that an MDCS instance is minimal if it obeys the following constraints:
The first condition (C1) indicates that the fan of a decoder cannot be a subset of the fan of another decoder in the same level, for otherwise the decoder with access to more encoders would be redundant. The condition (C2) says that the fan of a higher level decoder cannot be a subset of the fan of a lower level decoder, for otherwise there exists a contradiction in their decoding capabilities. The condition (C3) requires that every encoder must be contained in the fan of at least one decoder. The condition (C4) requires that no two encoders have exactly the same fan, for otherwise the two encoders can be combined together. The condition (C5) ensures that there exists at least one decoder for every level.
An MDCS instance with K sources and |E| encoders, referred to as a (K , |E|) MDCS instance, mainly specifies the relationships between encoders and decoders, since we assume that each encoder has access to all sources. One representation of an MDCS instance is to list the fan of each decoder. Since Fan(D d ) ⊆ E, ∀d ∈ D, one can represent Fan(D d ) using a |E|-bit vector or a corresponding integer value, where the entries of the vector from left to right are mapped to E |E| , . . . , E 1 . With this encoding, an MDCS instance can be easily represented by a matrix where the row indices represent the level of decoders and entries are integers representing the fan of each decoder. When some of the levels have fewer decoders than other levels, the row vector includes zeros to make them the same length. For example, the configuration matrix for the MDCS instance shown in Fig. 2 is
This encoding refers to a (3, 3) MDCS instance where there is one level-1 decoder which has access to E 1 ((001) 2 = 1), one level-2 decoder which has access to {E 1 , E 2 } ((011) 2 = 3), and two level-3 decoders which have access to {E 1 , E 3 } ((101) 2 = 5) and {E 2 , E 3 } ((110) 2 = 6) respectively.
Another notation for an MDCS instance that we will use extensively in this paper is the tuple (X [[K ] ] , E, D, L, G) where X [[K ]] = (X 1 , . . . , X K ) represents the K sources, E is the encoder set, D is the decoder set with corresponding levels in the vector L, and G is the set of edges between encoders and decoders which indicates the accesses of each decoder: if D d has access to E e , the edge (E e , D d ) ∈ G. For instance, the MDCS in Fig. 2 can be represented using the tuple ( Clearly, a minimal MDCS instance with |E| encoders can not have more than 2 |E| − 1 possible decoders, so the number of sources must obey K ≤ 2 |E| − 1. The next natural question is how many instances there are for a valid (K , |E|) pair.
A. Enumeration of Non-Isomorphic MDCS Instances
When counting the number of possible MDCS instances, we may not wish to distinguish two instances that are symmetric to one another. In particular, one can permute the encoder variables and associated fan of decoders in an MDCS instance to get another symmetric MDCS instance. Formally, two MDCS instances A = ({X 1 , . . . , X K }, E, D, L, G) and A = ({X 1 , . . . , X K }, E , D , L , G ) are isomorphic to one another if there exists a bijection π : E → E satisfying E = π(E),
The easiest way to obtain the list of non-isomorphic MDCS instances is to remove isomorphism from the list of all MDCS instances. In order to obtain all MDCS instances, we observe that the fans of decoders at the same level is a Sperner family [29] of the encoders set E without consideration of empty set, as required by condition (C1). A Sperner family of E, sometimes also called an independent system or clutter, is a collection of subsets of E such that no element is contained in another. An algorithm to enumerate isomorphic and non-isomorphic MDCS instances can be obtained by gradually growing sets of Sperner families while respecting the conditions (C2)-(C5), then removing isomorphisms [30] , [31] . The numbers of non-isomorphic MDCS instances obtained by this algorithm for some (K , |E|) pairs are listed in Table I . Therein, the bolded numbers indicate the number of MDCS instances that this paper is the first to determine rate regions for.
III. ANALYTICAL FORM OF THE RATE REGION
In this section, building on the rate region expression for general multi-source multi-sink networks derived in [4] , we present an analytical form of the coding rate (capacity) region of MDCS instances in terms of * N . In addition, we review some useful inner and outer bounds on * N that can be used to compute the rate region in some instances.
A. Rate Region Expression
As shown in Fig. 1 , we suppose that the source variable generated at source k is X k with support alphabet X k and entropy H (
Let R E = (R 1 , . . . , R |E| ) ∈ R |E| + be the rate vector for the encoders, measured in number of F q digits. An (n, R) block code in F q is defined as follows. For each blocklength n ∈ N we consider a collection of |E| block encoders, where encoder E e maps each block of n variables from each of the K sources to one of q n R e different descriptions,
The encoder outputs are indicated by U e = f (n) e (X 1:n 1:K ) for e ∈ E. The |D| decoders are characterized by their priority level and their available descriptions. Specifically, decoder D d has an associated priority level k ∈ [[K ]] and an available subset of the descriptions, i.e., input of fan of decoder D d . In other words, decoder D d has input from its fan U In(D d ) = (U e , E e ∈ Fan(D d )) and must asymptotically losslessly recover source variables X 1:k ,
The rate region R E for the configuration specified by K , E, and the encoder to decoder mappings (Fan
consists of all rate vectors R E = (R 1 , . . . , R |E| ) such that there exist sequences of encoders f n = ( f n e , e ∈ E) and decoders g n = (g n d , d ∈ D) for which the asymptotic probability of error goes to zero in n at all decoders. Specifically, define the probability of error for each level l d = Lev(D d ) decoder D d as p n,err d,l d (R) = P(g d ( f e (X 1:n 1:K ), E e ∈ Fan(D d )) = X 1:n 1:l d ), (3) and the maximum over these as
A rate vector is in the rate region, R E ∈ R E , provided there exists { f n e } and {g n d } such that p n,err (R) → 0 as n → ∞. The rate region R E can be expressed in terms of the region of entropic vectors, * N [4] . For the MDCS problem, collect all of the involved random variables into the set
is the auxiliary random variable associated with X k , k ∈ [[K ]], and U e is the random variable associated with encoder e ∈ E. The rate region R E is the set of rate vectors R E such that there exists h ∈ * N satisfying the following (see [4] )
h U e |Y 1:
where the conditional entropies h A|B are naturally equivalent to h AB − h B . These constraints can be interpreted as follows: (5) represents that sources are independent; (6) represents that each description is a function of all sources available; (7) represents the source rate constraints; (8) represents that recovered source messages at a decoder are a function of the input descriptions available to it; and (9) represents the coding rate constraints. Define the sets
Note that the sets L 1 , L 2 , L 4 , L 5 are corresponding to the constraints (5), (6), (7), (8), respectively. Define
Theorem 1:
Proof The proof follows from [14, Th. 1] with consideration of edge capacities instead of source rates and without consideration of constraints at intermediate nodes. Details can be found in [30] and [31] .
B. Computation of Rate Region
While the analytical formation gives a possible way in principle to calculate the rate region of any MDCS instance, we still have some problems. We know that * N is unknown and even not polyhedral for N ≥ 4. Thus, the direct calculation of rate regions from (14) for an MDCS instance with more than 4 variables is infeasible. However, replacing * N with polyhedral inner and outer bounds allows (14) to become a polyhedral computation, which involves applying some constraints onto a polyhedra and then projecting down onto some coordinates. This inspires us to substitute * N with its closed polyhedral outer out N and inner bounds in N respectively, and get an outer
and inner bound
on the rate region. If R out = R in , we know R = R out = R in . Otherwise, tighter bounds are necessary. As described previously, it is desirable to specify a rate region as a series of inequalities linking sources entropies and encoder rates. However, the equations (14), (16) and (17) are functions of the given source entropies
as can be seen from the constraints L 4 in (12) . With a slight abuse of notation, if we define (18) the rate regions in (14) , (16) and (17), which are expressed exclusively in terms of the variables
where
]. Note that, L 4 introduces new variables and is a cone in 2 N − 1 + |E| dimensional space. In addition, since¯ * N , L 1,2,5 do not have dimensions on R e , e ∈ E, we add these free dimensions in the intersection.
In this work, we will follow (20) and (21) to calculate the rate region. Typically, the Shannon outer bound N and some inner bounds obtained from matroids, especially representable matroids, are used. For details on the polyhedral computation methods used to obtain these bounds, interested readers are referred to [1] , [2] , and [7] .
C. Construction of Bounds on Rate Region
We pass now to discussing the bounds on the region of entropic vectors utilized in our work. We would like to first review the region of entropic vectors.
1) Region of Entropic Vectors * N : Consider an arbitrary collection X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ) of N discrete random variables with joint probability mass function p X . To each of the 2 N − 1 non-empty subsets of the collection of random variables,
, there is associated a joint Shannon entropy H (X A ). Stacking these subset entropies for different subsets into a 2 N −1 dimensional vector we form an entropy vector
By virtue of having been created in this manner, the vector h must live in some subset of R 2 N −1 + , and is said to be entropic due to the existence of p X . However, not every point in R 2 N −1 + is entropic since for some many points, there does not exist an associated valid distribution p X . The set of all entropic vectors form a region, denoted as * N . It is known that the closure of the region of entropic vectors¯ * N is a convex cone [4] .
2) Shannon Outer Bound N : Next observe that elementary properties of Shannon entropies indicates that H (X
Since they are true for any collection of subset entropies, these linear inequalities (23), (24) can be viewed as supporting halfspaces for * N .
Thus, the intersection of all such inequalities form a polyhedral outer bound N for * N and¯ * N , where
This outer bound N is known as the Shannon outer bound, as it can be thought of as the set of all inequalities resulting from the positivity of Shannon's information measures among the random variables. While 2 = * 2 and 3 =¯ * 3 ,¯ * N N for all N ≥ 4 [4] , and indeed it is known [32] that¯ * N is not even polyhedral for N ≥ 4.
3) Representable Matroids: Representable matroids are an important class of matroids which connect the independent sets to the conventional notion of independence in a vector space.
Definition 1: A matroid M with ground set S of size |S| = N and rank r M = r is representable over a field F if there exists a matrix A ∈ F r×N such that for each independent set I ∈ I the corresponding columns in A, viewed as vectors in F r , are linearly independent.
There has been significant effort towards characterizing the set of matroids that are representable over various field sizes, with a complete answer only available for fields of sizes two, three, and four. For example, the characterization of binary representable matroids due to Tutte is: A matroid M is binary representable (representable over a binary field) iff it does not have the matroid U 2,4 as a minor. Here, U k,N is the uniform matroid on the ground set S = [N] with independent sets I equal to all subsets of [N] of size at most k. For example, U 2,4 has as its independent sets
Another important observation is that the first nonrepresentable matroid is Vámos matroid, a well known matroid on ground set of size 8. That is to say, all matroids are representable, at least in some field, for N ≤ 7. , from which we can create the random variables
4) Inner Bounds From Representable
whose elements have entropy for each subset A of h A = r M (A) log 2 q, for A ⊆ S. Hence, all extreme rays of q N are entropic, and q N ⊆¯ * N . Further, as will be discussed in §IV, if a vector in the rate region of a network is (projection of) a F q -representable matroid rank, the representation A can be used as a linear code to achieve that rate vector and this code is denoted as a scalar F q code.
One can further generalize the relationship between representable matroids and entropic vectors established by (26) by partitioning S = {1, . . . , N } up into N disjoint sets, S 1 , . . . , S N and defining for n ∈ {1, . . . , N} the new vectorvalued, random variables X n = [X n |n ∈ S n ]. The associated entropic vector will have entropies h A = r M (∪ n∈A S n ) log 2 q, and is thus proportional to a projection of the original rank vector r keeping only those elements corresponding to all elements in a set in the partition appearing together. Thus, such a projection of q N forms an inner bound to¯ * N , which we will refer to as a vector representable matroid inner bound q N,N . As N → ∞, q N,∞ is the conic hull of all ranks of subspaces on F q . The union over all field sizes for q N,∞ is the conic hull of the set of ranks of subspaces. Similarly, if a vector in the rate region of a network is (projection of) a vector F q -representable matroid rank, the representation A can be used as a linear code to achieve that rate vector and this code is denoted as a vector F q code, as we will explain in next section.
Each of the bounds discussed in this section could be used in equation (20) and (21) to calculate bounds on the rate region for an MDCS instance A. If we substitute the Shannon outer bound N into (20), we get
Similarly, when representable matroid inner bound q N and the vector representable matroid inner bound q N,∞ are substituted into (21), we get
If q N,N is substituted in (21) , the inner bound obtained on the rate region is denoted as R N,N q (A). 5) Superposition Coding Rate Region: Another important inner bound for the rate region is the superposition coding rate region. In superposition coding, in each encoder, sources are coded independently from one another, and the output of each encoder is the concatenation of the separately coded messages across the different sources. Since sources are coded separately, the coding rate of each encoder is simply the sum of its separated coding rates for each source. The minimum separated coding rate for each source is determined by the max-flow min-cut bound [5] , since this is equivalent to single-source multicast network coding. In particular, suppose a decoder D d has input {U e |e ∈ Fan(D d )} and recovers X 1 , . . . , X k , then we have
Let
be the stacking of all of the involved variables in these inequalities. After considering all decoders in D, we project the polyhedron defined by (30)
] to get the superposition coding rate region.
That is, the superposition coding rate region R sp (A) for an MDCS instance A is
While equation (32) is the form of the superposition rate region most amenable to computation, we will also give a different but equivalent form for the ease of proving Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 in §V. First, we modify the decoding constraints L 5 in equation (13) to be
Then, an alternate form of the superposition coding rate region is
If the outer bound matches with any of the inner bounds presented above, the exact rate region R(A) has been obtained. We will compute the rate regions and some bounds on more than 7000 non-isomorphic MDCS instances in §VI. But first, in the next section, we will show how to construct the codes achieving the points in the inner bounds presented in this section.
IV. CONSTRUCTING LINEAR CODES TO ACHIEVE THE INNER BOUNDS
This section gives explicit constructions for codes achieving all the points in the inner bounds presented in the previous section. We will explain how a point in the rate region obtained from the representable matroid inner bound q N can be achieved by linear codes which are constructed from the matrix representations of representable matroids. We will then explain how to extend this to vector codes associated with the vector inner bounds q N,N . Some examples will be shown for illustration.
We begin by observing that for any MDCS instance A, the scalar inner bound R s,q (A) defined in (28) is a convex cone whose dimensions are associated with the vari-
For any polyhedral cone P, let Extr(P) denote the set of representative vectors of its extreme rays.
(21) also shows that there exists a h ∈ q N such that R = Proj r,ω h, and h satisfies the network constraints. Next observe that, all network constraints are Shannon-type inequalities set equal to zero. For instance, L 1 , representing the source independence constraint, is the Shannon 
This lemma is important because it guarantees that there always exists a time-sharing of some basic codes associated with those extreme rays of q N that obey the network constraints, since all the network equality constraints effectively set Shannon type inequality to an equality with zero. Before we show the construction of a code to achieve an arbitrary point in the rate region, it is necessary to show that a rank function of F q -representable matroid M is associated with a linear network code in F q .
Given a particular MDCS instance, we first define a network-F q -matroid mapping, by loosening some conditions in [33] , to be f : X 1:K ∪ {U e , e ∈ E} → S , which associates each source variable and encoded message variable with a collection of elements forming one set in a partition S of a ground set S of a F q -representable matroid M with rank function r M , such that: 1) f is an one to one map;
due to the encoder and decoder functions. Here, In(v) is a collection of input variables to v and Out(v) is a collection of output variables from v. If all of the elements in S are singletons, then f is an one-to-one mapping to S, and the matrix representation of M can be used as linear code in F q for this MDCS instance, since the mapping guarantees the MDCS network constraints are obeyed. Such a coding solution is called a basic scalar solution. If S contains some elements that have cardinalities greater than 1, the representation of M is interpreted as a collection of bases of |S | subspaces, which can also be used as a linear code and such a solution is called a basic vector solution.
We first construct the code for basic solutions, where entropies of network variables are ranks of associated elements in the matroid (H q 
is mapped to the source digits with non-zero entropies and the rest C is mapped to coded messages such that U e = X k∈K 1 C :,I (U e ) , e ∈ E, where I (U e ) indicates the columns mapped to message U e (C :,
. C is a semisimplified solution by deleting rows which are associated with sources with zero entropy but keeping the column size as e∈E r M ( f (U e )). In the following context, basic solutions are semi-simplified. Now let us consider a point R ∈ R q associated with source entropies
, and for every r i ∈ T , there exists an associated semi-simplified basic scalar solution C (i) for the network.
Let H q (X k,i ), k ∈ [[K ]] be the source entropies, R e,i , e ∈ E, i = 1, . . . , |T | be the rates associated with r i . According to Theorem 1, H q 
and R e,i ∈ {0, 1} because they are from matroids.
The construction of a code to achieve R is as follows.
1) Find rational numbersα
i=1α i R e,i are the approximation, which can be arbitrarily close, of source entropies and rates, respectively; 2) Let L = LCM({n i }) be the block length; 3) Suppose L blocks of all K source variables X 1:L 1:K are losslessly converted to uniformly distributed q-ary digits by some fix-length source code using a sufficiently large number of outer blocks. We gather these q-ary digits formed by individually compressing the original source variables into a row vectorX, length(X) = L K k=1H q (X k ). 4) Lett i = Lα i be the number of times we will use code C (i) . For every time we use C (i) , the number of q-ary digits encoded is equal to the number of rows in C (i) (note that C (i) is semi-simplified). So there exists a partition ofX consisting of |T | i=1t i elements in total and allt i elements mapped with C (i) have the same cardinality which is the number of rows in C (i) , ∀i = 1, . . . , |T |. More specifically, we are draw-ingt i H q (X k,i ) samples from X k 's buffer for thet i repetitions of the basic solution C (i) . 5) LetX =XG (G is a shuffled identity matrix to relocate the q-ary digits inX) be a rearrangement ofX such that the source digits are mapped in the same order as the basic solutions in the constructed codeC which repeats C (i) fort i times, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |T |} in the way as follows.
where BlkDiag(·) is a block diagonalizing function. 6) Note that all C (i) have the same column size and the column indices are mapped to e ∈ E. Therefore, we can rearrange the columns inC to group all columns containing C i :,I i (U e ) , i = 1, . . . , |T | to be an encoding function for e. That is, C = concatenation(C :,I (U e ) ), C :,I (U e ) = C :,I e+|E|· 0: |T | i=1t i −1 . C can be further simplified by deleting all-zero columns. Indeed, we can see that the code constructed this way can achieve the point R ∈ R q by examining
= LR e .
Therefore, the actual rate per source variable iŝ
with arbitrarily small offset if the fraction approximations are arbitrarily close. If q N is used in obtaining the rate region, C (i) , ∀i = 1, . . . , |T | are basic scalar solution, we call the constructed code a scalar representation solution. Similarly, if q N,N is used in obtaining the rate region, some basic vector solutions C (i) , some i = 1, . . . , |T | may be needed in constructing the code C. We call such a code involving basic vector solution(s) a vector representation solution.
Example 1: Consider a 2-level-3-encoder MDCS instance, shown in Fig. 2 .
There are two sources X, Y , three encoders E 1 , E 2 , E 3 with corresponding coded message variables U i , i = 1, 2, 3 and rate constraints R i , i = 1, 2, 3, four decoders classified into two levels with access to encoders as shown in the following 2 . This is a case where the inner and outer bounds match, and thus we are able to find a coding solution for this network. The scalar binary code
achieves the extreme point (1, 1, 1) in R when H (X) = H (Y ) = 1, as shown in Fig. 2 .
If H (X) = H (Y ) = h, the corresponding extreme point (h, h, h) will be achieved by repetition of the basic solution:
If h is not integer, we can easily approximate it with arbitrarily precision using fractions t n ≈ h and then decide the block size as n to construct the block code by repeating the above basic solution for t times in block diagonal manner. Then, on average we will achieve (h, h, h).
However, R out = R s,2 in general for this example, if H (X) = H (Y ). For H (X) = 1, H (Y ) = 2 there is a gap between the inner and outer bounds. For the inner bound, we can find a scalar code solution. Fig. 2 shows a binary code to achieve the inner bound extreme point R = (2, 2, 1), which is a conic combination of two basic solutions. Let H (
). The solution corresponding to (0, 1, 1, 1, 0) is
and the solution corresponding to (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is
The final scalar representation solution with shuffling of columns is shown in Fig. 2 .
For R out , we know there does not exist scalar binary coding solution for some extreme point. For example, as shown in Fig. 2 , there is no scalar solution for the outer bound extreme point ( 3 2 , 3 2 , 3 2 ). However, 2 5,6 makes up the gap and we know there must exist a solution to achieve this point. Actually, we can find a binary vector representation solution for this point. Note that we only need to group two outcomes of source variables and encode them together. Suppose we have source vector
where the lower index indicates two outcomes in time while upper index indicates the position in one outcome. One vector representation coding solution (with columns shuffled) is 1, 1, 1, 1) + (1, 3, 2, 2, 2) . The solution corresponding to (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is
and the solution corresponding to (1, 3, 2, 2, 2) is
Having provided code constructions in these examples, we now pass to investigating embedding operations for smaller MDCS instances into larger MDCS instances such that the larger MDCS instances inherits the insufficiency of a class of codes from the smaller MDCS instances.
V. EMBEDDED MDCS INSTANCES AND THE PRESERVATION OF CODING CLASS SUFFICIENCY
In [19] , a definition of embedded MDCS instances was given for (2, 3) and (3, 3) MDCS instances where a (2, 3) MDCS instance A is embedded in a (3, 3) MDCS instance A if it can be obtained by deleting one source variable in A , as we will define in Definition 2. We would like to extend the definition of embedded MDCS instances, because we are interested in the relationships between different (K , |E|) MDCS problems with respect to sufficiency of certain linear codes. We would like to show that the insufficiency of certain classes of codes will be preserved when one extends a smaller MDCS instance to a bigger one. For that, we first define some operations on MDCS instances that can obtain a smaller MDCS instance from a bigger one. Though intuitively these operations follow reductions of graphs, we would like to give precise definitions because there might be some following further reductions due to constraints (C1-C5).
A. Embedding Operation Definitions
We generalize the definition of source deletion first. When a source is deleted, the decoders that demand it will no longer demand it after deletion.
Definition 2 (Source Deletion A\X k ): Suppose an MDCS instance A = ({X 1 , . . . , X K }, E, D, L , G ). When a source X k is deleted, denoted as A\X k , in the new MDCS instance A = ({X 1 , . . . , X K } \ X k , E , D , L , G ), we will have:
This is straightforward because the deletion of a source just changes the decoding requirements of decoders. Fig. 3(a) demonstrates the deletion of a source. When source Z is deleted, D 5 will no longer require Z and thus becomes a level-2 decoder. However, since D 2 only has access to E 1 , E 2 but is also a level-2 decoder, D 5 becomes redundant and is deleted.
Next, we consider the operation of contracting an encoder. When an encoder is contracted, all of the decoders in its fan will be deleted, as well as all the edges associated with the contracted decoders.
Definition 3 (Encoder Contraction (A/E e )): Suppose an MDCS instance
This operation assumes that when an encoder is contracted, its fan will directly have access to its input, all the sources, which makes the decoding requirements obviously satisfied. Fig. 3(b) demonstrates the contraction of an encoder. As it shows, when encoder E 4 is contracted, all decoders which have access to E 4 , i.e., fan of E 4 , become redundant and are deleted.
Next, we define deletion of an encoder as follows. Definition 4 (Encoder Deletion (A\E e )): Suppose an MDCS instance A = ({X 1 , . . . , X K }, E, D, L, G). When an encoder E e ∈ E is deleted, denoted as A\E e , in the new MDCS instance A = ({X 1 , . . . , X K }, E , D , L , G ), we will have:
The essence of this definition is to keep the dependence relationship between input and output of the decoders when an encoder is deleted. In other words, when an encoder is deleted, the decoders that have access to it should function as before. Note that, if there exists a decoder D i that only has access to E e , after the deletion of E e , it has access to no encoders but needs to keep the same decoding capability, which means the sources X 1 , . . . , X Lev(D i ) will also be deleted. Fig. 3(c) demonstrates the deletion of an encoder. When encoder E 4 is deleted, D 6 no longer has access to E 4 but still has access to E 1 , E 2 . Note that, since D 2 also has access to E 1 , E 2 but is a level-2 decoder, D 2 becomes redundant and is deleted. Fig. 3 . Demonstration of operations on MDCS instances. (a) Demonstration of source deletion: when source Z is deleted, decoders that previously required it will no longer require it. (b) Demonstration of encoder contraction: when E 4 is contracted, the fan of it will be deleted. (c) Demonstration of encoder deletion: when E 4 is deleted, the fan of it will keep the same decoding abilities and lower-level decoders will be superseded if they have same fan as the fan of E 4 after deletion. (d) Demonstration of encoder unification: when E 4 is unified with E 3 = E 4 , the fan of E 4 will also have access to E 3 after E 4 is removed. If conflicts occur, existing decoders become redundant. For instance, D 3 is superseded because D 4 only has access to E 3 but is able to decode X, Y .
When the reverse operation of encoder contraction is considered, an MDCS instance can be extended by adding a new encoder with some new decoders that must talk with the new encoder obeying (C1)-(C5). If some class of codes does not suffice in the smaller network, it will not suffice in the bigger one either. Similarly, the insufficiency can be preserved by considering to extend a smaller MDCS instance by adding some arbitrary redundant encoder and decoders, which is the reverse of encoder deletion. There exists some other ways to preserve the non-sufficiency of certain class of codes. For instance, if a class of codes does not suffice for a smaller network, there does not exist a construction of codes for at least one encoder to satisfy all the network constraints. If a new encoder dependent on that encoder and some other redundant decoding requirements are constructed obeying the conditions (C1)-(C5), that class codes still cannot be sufficient for the new network. We define another operation based on this intuition as follows.
Definition 5 (Encoder Unification (A.E i = A.E j )): Suppose an MDCS instance A = ({X 1 , . . . , X K }, E, D, L, G).
After the unification of E j , all decoders who have access to E j will have access to E i . Fig. 3(d) demonstrates the unification of an encoder. As it shows, when encoder E 4 is unified with E 3 = E 4 , all decoders which have access to E 4 , i.e., fan of E 4 , will have access to E 3 . Decoder D 3 becomes redundant because if D 4 , D 5 are given access to E 3 instead of E 4 , they both will supersede D 3 .
Based on these operations, we can define an embedded MDCS instance.
Definition 6 (Embedded MDCS Instances): An MDCS instance A is said embedded in MDCS instance A, i.e., A is a minor of A, denoted as A ≺ A, if A can be obtained by a series of operations of source deletion, encoder deletion/ contraction/ unification on A. Equivalently, we say that A is an extension of A , denoted as A A .
Note that, as will be discussed in §VI, we consider all four operations for the preservation of the insufficiency of F q vector linear codes ( §IV) and the embedding relationship is denoted as A ≺ v A or A v A . When insufficiency of scalar linear codes (superposition coding) are considered, the encoder unification is not considered and the embedding relationship is denoted as A ≺ s A (A ≺ sp A) or A s A (A sp A ). Fig. 3 demonstrates different operations and thus shows four examples of embedded MDCS instances.
B. Inheritance of Code Class Sufficiency Under Extension
Recall the definitions of deletion/contraction of encoders/sources in §V-A, which connect MDCS instances for different (K , |E|) pairs. For example, if K ≤ K , |E| ≤ |E|, then for a (K , |E| ) MDCS instance, A , there exists a (K , |E|) MDCS instance A and a series of operations of source/encoder deletion/contraction such that A can be obtained by applying these operations on A, i.e., A ≺ A.
This definition of an MDCS minor is motivated by the definition of a matroid minor, where if a matroid is not representable over F q , then its extensions will also not be F q -representable, because extensions also have the same forbidden minor(s) characterizing F q -representability. One interesting question is if there also exists similar forbidden minor characterizations for sufficiency of F q codes in MDCS instances as the forbidden minor characterizations for representability of F q in matroids. Not surprisingly, we have the following theorem.
for * ∈ {q, {s, q}, sp}. Proof: Select any point R ∈ R(A ), then there exist random variables {X \k , U i , i ∈ E } such that their entropies satisfy all the constraints in (14) determined by A . Define X k to be the empty sources, H (X k ) = 0. Then the entropies of random variables {X \k , U i , i ∈ E } ∪ X k will satisfy the constraints in A with H (X k ) = 0. Hence, the associated rate
). If R is achievable by F q codes or superposition coding, since letting H (X k ) = 0 does not affect the other sources and codes, the same F q code, or superposition coding, will also achieve the point R with H (X k ) = 0. Thus, we have
for * ∈ {q, {s, q}, sp}.
On the other hand, if we select any point
because R is still entropic and the entropies of {X \k , U i , i ∈ E } satisfy all constraints determined by A . Thus, we have
If R is achievable by F q code C, then the code to achieve R could be the code C with deletion of rows associated with source X k , i.e., C = C \I (X k ),: . Similarly, if R is achievable by superposition coding, R can be achieved by same superposition coding without coding X k . Thus,
for * ∈ {q, {s, q}, sp}. 
If R is achievable by general F q codes or superposition coding, since concatenation of all sources is a valid F q code and is superposition coding, we have
However, we cannot establish same relationship when scalar F q codes are considered, because for the point R , the associated R with H (U e ) may not be scalar F q achievable.
On the other hand, if we select any point R ∈ R(A), we can see that R = Proj ω,R E R ∈ R(A ) because R is still entropic and the entropies of {X [[K ]] , U i , i ∈ E } satisfy all constraints determined by A , since they are a subset of the constraints from A. Thus, we have
If R ∈ R(A) is achievable by F q code C, then the code to achieve R = Proj ω,R E R ∈ R(A ) could be the code C with deletion of columns associated with encoder E e , i.e., C = C :,\E e . Thus, we have
If R is achievable by scalar F q code C 1 , then the code to achieve R could be the code C 1 with deletion of the column associated with encoder E e , i.e., C 1 = C 1 :,\I (U e ) . Thus, we have
Similarly, if R is achievable by superposition coding, the same superposition codes can achieve R without coding in E e . Thus, we have
(66) , U i , i ∈ E } ∪ U e will satisfy the constraints in A, and additionally obey H (U e ) = 0. Note that, even in the special case where there ∃D d , d ∈ D such that Fan(D d ) = E e , according to Definition 4, after contraction of E e , the decoder D d will have no access to any decoder but needs to keep the same decoding capability, i.e., Lev(D d ) = Lev(D d ). However, since Fan(D d ) = ∅, deletion of E e will result in deletion of all decoders of level Lev(D d ) or less, and deletion of sources X 1:Lev(D d ) , i.e., H (X k ) = 0, k = 1, . . . , Lev(D d ).
Then it is still true that entropies of random variables {X [[K ]] , U i , i ∈ E } ∪ U e will satisfy the constraints in A. Hence, the associated rate point R ∈ R(A) ∩ {H (U e ) = 0}. Thus, we have
If R is achievable by F q linear vector or scalar codes, or superposition coding, since all-zero code is a valid F q code and superposition code, we have
On the other hand, if we select any point R ∈ R(A) ∩ {H (U e ) = 0}, we can see that R = Proj ω,R E (R) ∈ R(A ) because R is still entropic and the entropies of {X [[K ]] , U i , i ∈ E } satisfy all constraints determined by A , which is still true when the special case happens. Thus, we have
If R is achievable by a F q code, vector or scalar, or a superposition code, C, then the code to achieve R could be the code C with the deletion of the columns associated with encoder E e , i.e., C = C :,\I (U e ) , because E e is sending nothing. Thus, we have
for * ∈ {q, {s, q}, sp}. E, D, L, G) . Let L 1 , L 2 , L 5 , L 4 be the constraints for A used in (19) to obtain R(A). Let
then
where the dimension R e is replaced with R e in L 0 4 and the projection.
Proof: Select any point R ∈ R(A ), then there exist random variables {X [ 
If R is achievable by F q vector codes or superposition coding, since U e , U f are replicating U e with exactly the same code, R is also F q achievable or superposition coding achievable. Then we have
, U i , i ∈ E} such that their entropies satisfy all the constraints determined by A together with
Let U e be the concatenation of U e , U f so that H (U e ) = H (U e , U f ). After unification, since all decoders that are fan of E e , E f will have access to E e , R will satisfy all constraints determined in A . Thus, R ∈ R(A ). Hence, we have
If R is achievable by F q vector codes C with timesharing between basic solutions C (1) , C (2) , . . . , C (m) , then the odes to achieve R could be same time-sharing between basic solutions C (1 ) ,
:, j ∈ Span(C (i) :,I i (U e ) ) , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}. Thus,
is achieved by superposition coding, one can use entropy approaching codes, e.g., Huffman code with sufficient number of blocks, to jointly encode each component in U e , U f for the sources so that H (U
The previous theorem presents a form of the rate regions which is best for proving the desired inheritance properties, but the form is not extendable to the scalar coding region. We now present an alternate representation of the rate regions that also holds for the scalar coding region, but is not as useful for proving the desired inheritance properties. E, D, L, G) . Let L 1 , L 2 , L 5 , L 4 be the constraints for A used in (19) to obtain R(A). Let
R sp (A ) = Proj ω,R e ,e∈E (con( * N ∩ L 12 ) ∩ L 5 ∩ L 1 4 ). (87) Proof: Select any point R ∈ R(A ), then there exist random variables {X [[K ]] , U i , i ∈ E } such that their entropies satisfy all the constraints determined by A and 
(91) On the other hand, if we select any point R ∈ Proj ω,R e ,e∈E con( * N ∩ L 12 )∩L 5 ∩L 1 4 , there exist random variables {X [[K ]] , U i , i ∈ E} such that their entropies satisfy all the constraints determined by A together with R i ≥ H (U i ), i ∈ E and H (U e ) = H (U f ) = H (U e , U f ). After unification, since all decoders that are fan of E e , E f will have access to E e , R will satisfy all constraints determined in A because U f is dependent on U e . Thus, R ∈ R(A ). Hence, we have Proj ω,R e ,e∈E con( * N ∩ L 12 ) ∩ L 5 ∩ L 1 4 ⊆ R(A ). (92) If R is achievable by a F q code, scalar or vector, or a superposition code, C, then the codes to achieve R could be same as C with deletion of columns associated with encoder E f . Thus, Proof: From Definition 6 we know that A is obtained by a series of operations of source deletion, encoder deletion, encoder contraction, and encoder unified contraction. Thus, it suffices to show that the statement holds when A can be obtained by one of the operations of source deletion, encoder deletion, encoder contraction, or encoder unification on A. 
Corollary 1: Given two MDCS instances A, A such that
We see that for one-step operations, sufficiency of F q codes is preserved. The statement holds in general.
Note that scalar codes are a spacial class of general linear codes. If we only consider scalar linear codes and operations of source deletion, encoder deletion/ contraction, we will have the following similar corollary.
Corollary 2: Given two MDCS instances A, A such that A ≺ s A. If F q scalar linear codes suffice for A, then F q scalar linear codes suffice for A . Equivalently, if F q scalar linear codes do not suffice for A , then Similarly, if superposition coding is considered, we have the following corollary. 
which means that there exist h ∈ * N and
], e ∈ E such that their entropies satisfy constraints determined by A with L 5 in equation (33) and R e ≥ H (U e , U f ). One can use an entropy approaching code, e.g., Huffman code with a sufficient large block length, to code the concatenation U X k e , U X k f for each k ∈ [[K ]] to obtain an overall superposition code for U e . That is, R ∈ R sp (A ). Thus, R(A ) ⊆ R sp (A ). Therefore, we have R(A ) = R sp (A ).
VI. RATE REGION RESULTS ON MDCS PROBLEMS
In this section, experimental results on thousands of MDCS instances are presented. We obtained rate regions for all 7360 non-isomorphic MDCS instances which represent 135043 isomorphic instances including the cases when (K , |E|) = (2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4) , (3, 2) , (3, 3) , (3, 4) . For each non-isomorphic MDCS instance, we calculated the bounds on its rate region using Shannon outer bound N , scalar binary representable matroid inner bound 2 N , scalar ternary representable matroid inner bound 3 N , vector binary representable matroid inner bounds 2 N,N+1 , 2 N,N+2 , 2 N,N+3 . If the outer bound on rate region obtained from Shannon outer bound matches with any inner bound from the corresponding inner bound on region of entropic vectors, we not only know the exact rate region but also know the codes which suffice to achieve any point in it. For the instances that vector binary codes do not suffice, we proved that vector ternary codes suffice using [13] . Therefore, for all the MDCS instances investigated, Shannon outer bound is tight and linear codes (e.g., binary and ternary codes) suffice.
A summary of results can be found in Table II . Since there are thousands of networks, each with a a different proof for every inequality and every extreme ray, it is impossible to state the rate regions and their individual proofs one by one here. The complete list of rate regions and the software used to generate them is available at [12] . Each region there is accompanied with a human readable converse proof for each inequality, generated according to a process described in [30] and [34] , part of which is inspired by [16] , [17] , and [35] . Additionally, each extreme ray of each rate region is accompanied with an efficient basic code achieving it, constructed with a variety of techniques, including those implemented in [12] and [13] and described in [1] , [2] , and [10] . A separate series of articles by the third author describe the development of efficient algorithms to calculate and prove the outer bounds [2] , [8] and inner bounds [1] , [7] , [10] . Here, the focus of the remainder of the article is new theory to elucidate structure found in this list of rate regions, elucidated via results regarding embedding operations.
Some interpretations of the results from several perspectives with some examples are presented as follows.
A. Tightness of Shannon Outer Bound
The first question we are interested in is if the Shannon outer bound (i.e., the LP bound) is tight for the considered MDCS rate regions, i.e., if non-Shannon type inequalities are necessary in order to get the rate regions. Trivially, for (1, 2) , (1, 3) , (1, 4) MDCS problems, the Shannon outer bound is tight since the rate region for single source problems can be determined by the min-cut bound. Our earlier results presented in [1] and [2] proved that rate regions obtained from the Shannon outer bound are tight for all the cases for (2, 2), (2, 3) , (3, 2) , (3, 3) MDCS instances (the Shannon outer bound turns out to be tight for the two cases misscounted in [19] as (3, 3) MDCS instances). For (2, 4) and (3, 4) MDCS, we have proven that the Shannon outer bound is also tight for all of them. As will be discussed later, the rate regions can be achieved by various codes, such as superposition and scalar/vector binary/ternary codes.
B. Sufficiency of Superposition
In superposition coding, i.e., source separation, the data sources are encoded separately and the output from an encoder is just the concatenation of those separated codewords. In this manner, each encoder can be viewed as a combination of several sub-encoders, and thus the coding rate of an encoder is the sum of coding rate of each sub-encoder. If every point in the rate region can be achieved by superposition coding, we say superposition coding suffices.
When there is only one source in the network, there is no distinguish between superposition and linear coding. Therefore, superposition suffices for all (1, 2) , (1, 3) , (1, 4) MDCS instances, as shown in Table II. For the 2-level 2-encoder MDCS instances, superposition coding suffices. However, it is shown in [19] and [26] that superposition coding is not sufficient for all the 100 non-isomorphic 3-encoder MDCS instances. 1 There are only 86 out of them 2 are achievable by superposition coding [19] , [26] . The remaining instances have rate regions for which every point can be achieved by linear coding between sources. We found that superposition suffices for 315 out of the 455 non-isomorphic (2, 4) instances, and suffices for 3094 out of 6803 non-isomorphic (3, 4) MDCS instances. Superposition suffices for a significant fraction of all non-isomorphic MDCS instances in these classes.
C. Sufficiency of Scalar Codes
When coding across sources is necessary, we first would like to see if simple codes suffice. [1] , [2] showed that scalar binary codes are insufficient for 6 out of the 23 cases and 15 instances out of the 68 cases (at the time of these publications, we believed the number of (2, 3) and (3, 3) MDCS instances to be the same as found in [19] ). The 6 instances for (2, 3) can be found in Table III [19] . Binary codes turn out to suffice for the two instances missed in [19] .
One natural question is whether scalar linear codes over a larger field size can eliminate the gap in any of the cases where scalar linear binary codes were insufficient. Our calculations showed that exactly the same achievable rate regions for 2level and 3-level MDCS instances with 3 encoders MDCS instances are obtained by considering the larger inner bound of matroids, i.e. by replacing 2 N with 3 N and mat N for N ∈ {5, 6}, where mat N is the conic hull of all matroid ranks on N elements. Since for N ∈ {5, 6, 7}, all matroids are representable in some field, mat N is also an inner bound on¯ * N but tighter than 2 N and 3 N . For 2-level and 3-level 4-encoder MDCS instances, we can still observe that if scalar binary codes suffice, then scalar ternary will also be sufficient and if scalar binary codes do not suffice then neither will scalar ternary codes. In addition, we observe that for all MDCS instances we considered, the scalar ternary inner bounds match exactly with the matroid inner bound. Therefore, we have the following observation:
Observation 1: If there exists some field size such that scalar linear codes over that field obtain the entire rate region then in all 7360 MDCS instances we considered, that field size may be taken to be binary.
However, ternary codes do not give same rate regions as binary codes for some cases when neither of them suffice, since some networks (or points in the rate region) can be achievable by scalar ternary codes but not by scalar binary codes.
Example 2: One example network where ternary codes give tighter inner bound is shown in Fig. 4 . 
The binary achievable rate region R bin is
while the ternary achievable rate region R ter , which is tighter than binary achievable rate region, is
The extreme ray in the ternary bound that violates additional inequalities in the binary bound is
It is not hard to see why this extreme ray is not binary achievable but is ternary achievable. We can assign the entropies in Fig. 4. A (3, 4) MDCS instance for which neither scalar binary codes nor scalar ternary codes suffice, but scalar ternary codes give a tighter inner bound than do scalar binary codes. The extreme ray which is not scalar binary achievable is shown. It is not scalar binary achievable because in the simplified network, a code associated with U 2,4 , which is the forbidden minor for a matroid to be binary achievable, is required. the extreme ray R to the variables in the network shown in Fig. 4 . Since H (X) = 0, it is equivalent to delete source X. The network is then simplified to a (2, 4) MDCS instance where the six decoders receiving messages from size-two subsets of encoders demand the two sources Y, Z . It is known that sources Y, Z are independent, so if a binary code achieves this extreme ray, every collection of two codewords must be able to decode Y, Z , i.e., the joint entropy of every two codewords is 2. Equivalently, the matroids associated with achieving codes must contain U 2,4 as a minor. However, it is known that any matroid containing U 2,4 is not binary representable, as shown in Fig. 4 . Therefore, this network is not binary achievable.
This example shows that for an extreme ray (or point) in the rate region of a network, if the matroids associated with its achieving codes are not binary representable, we conclude that the rate region is not scalar binary sufficient. In general, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 7: Let R be the rate region of a network with N random variables and Extr(R) represent the (minimum integer) extreme rays of R. Linear codes in F q suffice to achieve R if and only if ∀R ∈ Extr(R), ∃ R ∈ q N,N , for some N ≥ N, such that R satisfies all network constraints and R = Proj r,ω (R ) .
Proof: First we know that if achieving codes for two points in the rate region are given, time sharing between these two codes can achieve any point between theses two points. Therefore, it suffices to only consider the achievability of extreme rays (points) of the rate region. For an extreme ray R ∈ Extr(R) scaled to minimum integer representation, if ∃ R ∈ q N,N , for some N ≥ N, such that R satisfies all network constraints and R = Proj r,ω R , we can construct the code to achieve it following the method in §IV using the corresponding representation for R . Note that when N = N, we construct scalar codes and when N > N, we construct vector codes. Thus, R is achievable by F q linear codes and so is the entire region R.
From this theorem we see that, in order to prove a network that is not F q codes sufficient, one just needs to show the nonexistence of F q codes for one extreme ray in the rate region. Fig. 2 shows an example where scalar-binary codes are not optimal. Different from the proof in §IV, one alternate proof for insufficiency of scalar-binary codes works as follows.
Alternate Proof for Scalar Binary Insufficiency of Example in Fig. 2 : We are given that the (Shannon outer bound on) rate region for this MDCS instance is R:
One extreme ray of it is R = [0 2 1 1 1] with the entries corresponding to (H (X) H (Y ) R 1 R 2 R 3 ) respectively. Since H (Y ) = 2, there does not exist a scalar binary code such that the coded messages have entropy 1. This completes the proof.
Similarly, one can prove non-achievability of binary codes for other networks by showing the non-achievability of some extreme ray in the rate region. Due to the large number of cases and our limited space, only the proofs for the 6 cases in (2, 3) MDCS instances, where binary codes are not optimal, are shown in Table III as examples.
D. Sufficiency of Vector Codes
As mentioned above, simple scalar codes are not always sufficient to achieve every point in the rate region, even for these simple small MDCS instances. A natural alternative is to employ vector linear codes instead, which means encoding a group of outcomes of source variables for several time steps together. Recall that vector linear codes are corresponding to vector representable matroids by grouping elements together as one new variable. As shown in §IV, the construction of codes are based on the representation matrix of the original matroid before grouping elements. Therefore, we allow coding occurs not only between different portions of a source (i.e, superposition) but also portions of different sources (i.e, vector linear combinations).
Passing from scalar codes to vector codes, in this sense, by replacing 2 N with 2 N,N+1 , N = 5, 6 in our 2-level 3encoder and 3-level 3-encoder achievable rate regions, closes all of gaps, hence proving that the exact rate regions for 2level 3-encoder and 3-level 3-encoder MDCS instances are the same as that obtained from the Shannon outer bound. This proves that vector linear codes (in the sense of §IV) suffice to achieve all of the fundamental rate regions of 2-level 3-encoder and 3-level 3-encoder MDCS instances. Also note that, only one extra bit is necessary to use as vector binary codes to achieve the entire rate regions for 2-level and 3-level 3-encoder MDCS instances. With up to three extra bits, we are able to close gaps for almost all of the 455 (2, 4) and 6803 (3, 4) MDCS instances, except a small fraction of them, which was further reduced to 0 when vector ternary inner bounds are applied. The example presented in §IV shows the benefit of using vector linear codes instead of scalar codes in obtaining exact rate regions. Fig. 5(a) shows the relationships regarding the sufficiency of scalar binary codes. The operations we utilized were source deletion, encoder deletion, and encoder contraction. We observed that all 19 binary insufficient (3, 3) MDCS instances have minors of one of the 6 scalar binary insufficient (2, 3) MDCS instances, which themselves all have the same predecessor, the scalar binary insufficient (1, 3) MDCS instance. All the 8 scalar binary insufficient (1, 4) MDCS instances also have the same predecessor, the scalar binary insufficient (1, 3) MDCS instance. However, for (2, 4) ((3, 4)) MDCS, there are 5 (6) instances that we cannot find predecessors for them. We list the 12 forbidden network minors for scalar binary sufficiency in Table IV and Table V . If encoder unification is also considered, the number of forbidden minors can be reduced to 10 in total. Fig. 5(b) shows the relationships regarding the sufficiency of superposition codes. The operations we utilized include source deletion, encoder deletion, encoder contraction, and encoder unification. We observed that all 12 superposition insufficient (3, 3) MDCS instances have minors of one of the 2 superposition insufficient (2, 3) MDCS instances. However, for (2, 4) ((3, 4)) MDCS, there are 22 (2) instances that we cannot find predecessors for them. The numbers on every edge indicates how many superposition insufficient head MDCS instances have predecessors in the tail MDCS instances.
E. Forbidden Minors for Code Class Sufficiency

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper obtained the exact rate regions of 7360 nonisomorphic, which represent 135043 isomorphic, MDCS instances. Although the exact rate region of a general network coding or distributed storage instance is, in general, only expressible in terms of the (non-polyhedral) region of entropic vectors, for the class of MDCS problems considered in this paper we are able to bypass this difficulty through the use of both i ) the polyhedral Shannon outer bound, and ii) several polyhedral inner bounds (associated with binary matroid, ternary matroid, representable matroid, and superposition regions), by showing that the associated inner and outer bounds on the rate region are equal. Part of our contribution is the explicit construction of superposition, scalar, and vector codes over various fields using the polyhedral inner bounds. Inspired by the notion of a forbidden matroid minor, we introduced several MDCS contraction, deletion, and unification operations and demonstrated that these operations can be used to identify a set of forbidden MDCS instances for the achievability of various classes of codes, in the sense that any extension of such a forbidden MDCS instance will likewise have a rate region for which that class of codes is insufficient.
Several remaining intriguing questions remain as future work. One important question is whether or not the Shannon outer bound is tight for the class of MDCS instances. For all the instances considered in this paper this has been the case. A second important question is whether or not there exists a finite list of forbidden minors for the classes of codes considered in this paper. That is, our results have established some forbidden minor MDCS instances, but we have not established for any class of codes if we have all such forbidden minors for that class.
